Introductory
that it can abrogate the spirit of representative govern-
ment under the cloak of constitutional forms; that was
an important aspect of Herr Hitler's arrival at power. I
am not, of course, maintaining for a moment that the
Conservative Party desires to destroy the Constitution in
its historic form, I am arguing only that men value the
forms of government at least as much for what they do
as for what they are. It is the results of their operation, as
these are translated into their daily lives, which create
loyalty to the forms. Men did not go out to battle for an
abstract dislike of the royal prerogative under Charles I;
it was the result of its operation on merchant and non-
conformist which sent them out into the field. Men,
similarly, will respect the British Constitution so long as
they respect what it does. And their respect will be a
function of its ability to satisfy their established expecta-
tions. Once it begins to fail in this, they begin to doubt
the validity of its forms.
That, surely, is the implied presumption of the warning
explicitly made in Bagehot's essay. He was sceptical of the
extension of the franchise because he did not like what he
believed an extended franchise would involve. He was no
democrat; and he believed that the wider the foundations
of political power, the greater was the chance that ignor-
ance would gain the mastery over reason. For intelligence,
for him, stopped broadly with the "successful" classes;
the men who had a banking account could alone appre-
ciate the mysterious laws of political economy upon which
the welfare of the nation depended. That Was why he
recommended a combination of those classes to inhibit
the thrust to power of the ignorant multitude.
Bagehot wrote in a generation that was still oppressed
by the fears of 1848, As those fears faded, men became
more reconciled to the notion of a democratic society.

